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Repeated versus single blood pressure measurement
Jose AP, Awasthi A, Kondal D, Kapoor M, Roy A, Prabhakaran
D. (Centre for Chronic Conditions and Injuries, Public Health
Foundation of India, Gurugram, Haryana; Economics and
Planning Unit, Indian Statistical Institute, Delhi; Department of
Cardiology, All India Institute of Medical Sciences, New Delhi,
all in India; London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine,
London, UK.) Impact of repeated blood pressure measurement
on blood pressure categorisation in a population-based study
from India. J Hum Hypertens 2019;33:594–601.
SUMMARY
Blood pressure (BP) in conventional clinical settings is usually
recorded based on a single measurement. However, all guidelines
including the European Society of Hypertension (ESH) and the
European Society of Cardiology (ESC) recommend considering the
average of the last two of three consecutive BP readings taken 1–2
minutes apart as the final clinical BP of the patient. This article aimed
to highlight and quantify the issues associated with the conventional
clinical practice of using single BP measurements as opposed to the
recommended guidelines.
To quantify the impact of assigning BP status through the
conventional practice versus the recommended guidelines, this study
analysed the data obtained from the National Family Health Survey4. The survey recorded three BP measurements for each patient, with
at least 5 minutes between each measurement and 5 minutes of quiet
sitting before the first measurement. These data were analysed in this
study, and the median difference in systolic BP (SBP) and diastolic BP
(DBP) as well as the prevalence of hypertension was calculated.
Furthermore, based on the thresholds detailed in the ESC and ESH
guidelines, this study compared the hypertension classification of
patients based on the first BP reading versus the mean of two or more
BP readings.
The first BP readings for patients were the highest in comparison
to the average of two or more readings. The authors reported that there
was a decrease of 3.6 mmHg in mean SBP and 2.4 mmHg in mean DBP
when considering the average of the second and third BP readings (as
per the recommended guidelines) in comparison to considering the first
reading alone. Furthermore, the prevalence of hypertension was
16.5% when considering the first reading only, whereas it was 10.1%
when considering the average of the second and third readings.
Therefore, there was a 63% increase in the prevalence of hypertension
reported via conventional practice versus the ECS- and ESHrecommended practice.
The authors concluded by recommending multiple BP readings for
assigning a BP status to a patient, especially for those categorized as
having grade I hypertension or greater, to avoid misclassification and
subsequent mistreatment.

COMMENT
Significance of the study findings in the context of
hypertension in India
According to the India State-Level Burden of Disease Study,
high SBP has been ranked as the number one risk factor in 2016,
causing a loss of approximately 3000 disability-adjusted life
years per 100 000 people.1 Furthermore, hypertension accounts
for 10.8% of all deaths in India.2 Given the high burden of
hypertension and its consequences, the article by Jose et al. is
timely and has implications both for practice and policy. This
study addresses some of the variabilities in the diagnosis of

hypertension by major international guidelines both in terms of
number of BP measurements and the number of sittings (single
v. multiple). While the ESH and ESC recommend averaging the
second and third measurements, the American College of
Cardiology and American Heart Association recommend taking
an average of two or more BP readings over two or more
occasions. Jose et al. estimate that if the ESC-recommended
guidelines were used to assess BP, the new prevalence based
on the District Level Household Survey-4 and Annual Health
Survey data would be reduced to 19.9%, which corresponds to
46 million people being reclassified from hypertensive to high
normal, normal or optimal BP categories. In terms of policy and
practice, the resulting overestimation of true BP status can have
serious implications in terms of unnecessary prescription of
treatment, economic burden on the health system and
misinformed focus on national health priorities. The Indian
government and several state governments are attempting to
reduce the spiralling healthcare costs, and it is imperative to
accurately identify those in real need of drug therapy, which this
study has shown elegantly. Further, given that the major source
of out-of-pocket expenditure for chronic disease care is the
outpatient costs of even generic antihypertensive drugs,3 this
study will have a major impact in reducing microeconomic
impacts (i.e. costs to the individual and family).
This study has an important message for primary care
physicians as well as those who provide care at secondary and
tertiary settings. Anecdotally, we know that most physicians
measure BP only once given the volume of patients they see in
their practices. This study emphasizes the need for more than
one measurement and innovative ways of ensuring that this is
done. Innovations such as task sharing with nurses or community
health workers supported by electronic decision support
systems have been demonstrated in various settings and may
be an option to ensure multiple measurements of BP.4 In fact,
Jose et al. suggest that it may not be needed to measure BP three
times in all individuals and to confine this to those with stage
I hypertension or greater. Doctors in solo practice who have to
measure BP on their own could follow this advice. The authors
have argued that uptitration of BP is not expected through
repeated measurements, i.e. it is highly unlikely that people with
normal BP will be reclassified as having hypertension. In Jose
et al.’s study, the proportion of uptitration was low (6.2%
reclassified from normal to high normal and 0.7% reclassified
from normal to grade I hypertension).
This article emphasizes the need for standardization of
assessment of hypertension for screening and diagnosis across
healthcare settings including research efforts in India. This is
one of the many important measures that must be implemented
to understand the true prevalence of hypertension, ensure
comparability across regional prevalence rates, avoid misclassification and subsequent mistreatment and use appropriate data
to inform related policies for national resource allocation.
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Comparison between two surveillance methods, or
feasibility of implementing the chosen surveillance
method? Implications for study design and reporting
Nabukalu D, Ntaro M, Seviiri M, Reyes R, Wiens M, Sundararajan
R, Mulogo E, Boyce RM. (Department of Community Health,
Mbarara University of Science and Technology, Mbarara,
Uganda; Department of Health, Wakiso District Local
Government, Kampala, Uganda; Division of General Medicine
and Clinical Epidemiology, University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, USA; Center for International Child
Health, BC Children’s Hospital, Vancouver, BC, Canada;
Department of Emergency Medicine, Weill Cornell Medical
Center, New York, New York, USA; Division of Infectious
Diseases, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel
Hill, USA.) Community health workers trained to conduct verbal
autopsies provide better mortality measures than existing
surveillance: Results from a cross-sectional study in rural
western Uganda. PLoS One 2019;14:e0211482.
SUMMARY
Policy-makers usually face a dilemma of ‘choosing between two
methods of surveillance for a disease event’, or they may face a
question to ascertain ‘whether a chosen method is feasible in the given
circumstance’. These two are different questions.
This study assessed the feasibility of using community health
workers (CHWs) to conduct verbal autopsy (VA) interviews in a
subcounty of a district in Uganda. The authors selected CHWs from
village health teams of 36 villages and trained them to conduct VA
interviews. The CHWs identified all deaths that occurred during 2016
retrospectively and then conducted VA interviews with the next of kin
of the deceased using the WHO 2014 VA questionnaire. The cause of
death was interpreted using the InterVA-4 tool.1 Of the 230 identified
deaths, 123 (53.5%) were reported to have happened outside of any
healthcare facility; the authors attributed this additional yield of
53.5% deaths to the CHW-led initiative which would have otherwise
been missed by the then existing reporting system. Moreover, cause
of death from VA was reported to be consistent with that of previous
studies’ and national estimates. The authors concluded that CHWs can
provide better mortality measures than the existing passive surveillance
and can conduct good VA interviews that can provide valid cause-ofdeath information.

COMMENT
It is crucial for authors to decide a priori and clearly state in the
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objective whether they intend to carry out a comparison between
two surveillance methods, or to assess the feasibility of
implementing the chosen surveillance method.
The information on cause of death is essential to understand
health problems that are causing mortality in a population and
accordingly plan for appropriate health policy responses.2 This
information can be obtained either from a country’s Civil and
Vital Registration System (CVRS), or from VA in settings where
the former is weak.3
There might be situations when policy-makers would have
to choose between two different surveillance systems that can
provide cause-of-death information, that is, between the CVRS
and VA. This decision will depend on the country’s local need
for a credible source of cause-of-death information in terms of
cost, resource availability, training and sustainability of the
system to provide the required information. If comparison
between different surveillance systems (as in this case, between
CVRS and VA) was the objective (as has been implied in this
article’s title and conclusion), then the methodology should
include attributes that assess a surveillance system for health
events, such as positive predictive value, timeliness, stability,
simplicity, flexibility, interoperability and cost of the proposed
systems.4 However, the present article does not cover an
assessment based on any of these attributes, despite the title
and conclusion claiming this to be a comparison of the two
methods of surveillance.
There might also be situations when policy-makers have to
assess the feasibility of introducing, implementing and
sustaining a chosen method of surveillance system to provide
cause-of-death information. If that was the objective (as has
been explicitly mentioned in this article, in the objective and
methods sections), then the approach will no longer be
comparison between the existing and new surveillance systems
as discussed above. The appropriate method in such a case
would be to assess the feasibility of implementing this approach
under various domains such as acceptability and demand for
this new strategy by all the stakeholders; issues of barriers and
challenges to implementation; practicalities of resources and
contextual issues and requirement for adaptations and
possibilities for integration into the existing information
systems.5 Although not mentioned in the methods and results
sections, some of these attributes of feasibility assessment
including implementation (e.g. CHWs’ training and selection of
deaths and respondents) and practicality (e.g. quality
assessment of interviews) were addressed by the authors. In
addition, future prospects for adaptation (e.g. scope of InterVA5 tool) and integration into the existing system and expansion

